Anesthesia for Patients with Prior Stroke
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Abstract

An increasing number of patients with a prior history of stroke present for various types of surgeries. They have varying degree of neurological disability and associated co-morbidities, which pose challenges for their perioperative management. There is paucity in literature about their management guidelines for noncardiac, noncarotid surgeries. The available literature suggests higher risk of perioperative stroke, postoperative neurological deficits, and other morbidities. Measures to reduce perioperative risks are discussed in this review. Prior optimization by improving modifiable risk factors, choosing appropriate timing of elective surgery, and careful titration of anesthesia and close monitoring are needed.
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Introduction

Stroke is the second most common cause of death (11.8% of all deaths) worldwide and the third most common cause of disability (4.5%).1 About 10 to 11 million people suffer from stroke every year and 50% of those survive with residual neurologic disability.2,3 Advances in acute stroke management have resulted in increased survival with varying degrees of recovery. More than 80% of the strokes are ischemic type and, hence, are mainly discussed in this review. As majority of patients who suffer from ischemic stroke are older in age, concomitant systemic illnesses are common. However, the incidence of hemorrhagic as well as ischemic stroke is also increasing in younger population.1 These patients often present for unrelated surgeries. Pre-existing neurological disability, associated co-morbidities, and effects of anesthesia and surgery make these patients prone to perioperative complications. Aggravation of the neurological disability and occurrence of a secondary stroke in the perioperative period are 6 to 12 times more common in stroke patients than in general population.4,5 Perioperative complications can be reduced by carefully planning anesthesia according to the cerebrovascular reserve of the patient and the risks associated with the proposed surgery.

Pathophysiology, Management, and Recovery of Acute Ischemic Stroke

Interruption of blood supply to an area of brain is a major trigger for ischemic stroke. It may occur due to thrombosis or cerebral embolism. Glucose and oxygen deprivation leads to cell death and neurological dysfunction. Common risk factors for the acute ischemic stroke and their preventive measures are listed in Table 1.6–8 Disabilities following acute stroke include hemiplegia, hemiparesis, focal motor deficits, autonomic, sensory and speech disturbances, comprehension, memory and emotional problems, nutritional derangements, etc. Immediately after an acute ischemic stroke, cerebral autoregulation is impaired often bilaterally for 1 to 3 months, and cerebral perfusion is affected by even minor changes in blood pressure or alteration in position.9–11 The vasomotor reactivity is also impaired for approximately 3 months after acute ischemic stroke.12,13 This makes stroke patients more prone to ischemia.

The management of acute stroke includes basic resuscitation, identifying type of stroke, and in case of ischemic stroke, administration of aspirin and if appropriate, fibrinolytic therapy or thrombectomy. General care in acute settings may include induced arterial hypertension, glycemic control,
Table 1 Risk factors and preventive measures for ischemic stroke\textsuperscript{5–7,16,17}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk factors</th>
<th>Preventive measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age &gt; 60 years</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male gender</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>Blood pressure control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>Weight reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
<td>Glycemic control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrial fibrillation</td>
<td>Active screening, oral anticoagulants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valvular heart disease</td>
<td>Warfarin, surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous stroke or transient ischemic</td>
<td>Carotid artery surgery/stenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperlipidemia</td>
<td>Treatment for dyslipidemia and niacin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atherosclerosis</td>
<td>Antiplatelet drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carotid stenosis</td>
<td>Carotid endarterectomy/endo-vascular intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contraceptive pills</td>
<td>Avoidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>Cessation of smoking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug and alcohol abuse</td>
<td>Reduction or elimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedentary lifestyle</td>
<td>Physical activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diet</td>
<td>Reduced salt and increased potassium intake, diet rich in fruits, nuts, and vegetables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed rest/prolonged immobility</td>
<td>Deep vein thrombosis prophylaxis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

maintaining normothermia, prevention of aspiration, and controlling seizures.\textsuperscript{7} All these measures are employed to either restore perfusion through occluded vessel or to enhance blood flow in the penumbra area to reduce the size of infarct.

After treatment and with the passage of time, limited degree of restoration of neurological function takes place. This neuronal plasticity may occur due to functional bi-hemispheric reorganization of cortical neurons following a stroke.\textsuperscript{14,15} Main factors that affect the level of recovery are severity of stroke, time elapsed after stroke, care given in acute phase, motivation, environment, and post-stroke rehabilitative training. A recurrent stroke in these patients is associated with poor outcome, and measures for secondary prevention should be employed\textsuperscript{5–7,16,17} (\textbullet Table 1).

Perioperative Concerns

Perioperative problems in a patient with prior ischemic stroke include the following:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Perioperative recurrence of stroke
  \item Re-emergence of neurological deficits postoperatively
  \item Anesthesia concerns related to prior stroke
  \item Problems related to concomitant diseases
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Perioperative stroke:} The term “perioperative stroke” is defined as “A brain infarction of ischemic or hemorrhagic etiology that occurs during surgery or within 30 days after surgery.”\textsuperscript{18} Perioperative strokes are predominantly either ischemic or embolic in origin. Anesthesia and surgery may cause perturbations in cardiac output, cerebral metabolism, and oxygenation leading to precipitation of perioperative recurrent stroke.\textsuperscript{5,19} A hypercoagulable state caused by surgical trauma and postoperative immobility and withdrawal of antiplatelet agents further make a patient with a prior stroke potentially “at higher risk” of recurring ischemic brain injury after surgery.\textsuperscript{5,16,17,20} The risk of postoperative stroke or transient ischemic attack (TIA) is maximum at 1 to 3 days after surgery (risk ratio: 34.0) but remains increased till 90 days after the surgery.\textsuperscript{21}

History of a prior stroke is the most consistent risk factor of perioperative stroke.\textsuperscript{18} The incidence reported with noncardiac, non-major vascular surgery is approximately 2 to 3% in patients with prior stroke or TIA as against 0.1 to 2.3% overall.\textsuperscript{4,10,22–24} Reportedly incidence of perioperative stroke are the highest with cardiac (4.6–27.6%) and carotid surgeries (5.6%).\textsuperscript{25–27} Hip arthroplasty and head and neck surgeries have higher incidence of stroke than knee or general surgeries.\textsuperscript{16,17,28,29} Exposure to anesthesia and surgery has been found to be an independent risk factor for producing stroke even after non–high-risk surgeries.\textsuperscript{28,30} Perioperative stroke also carries approximately eightfold increase in risk of mortality as compared with patients without stroke.\textsuperscript{31} The reported mortality is as high as 60% in patients with a history of prior stroke.\textsuperscript{10,21,24,31–33} Patients with a history of TIA often have silent infarcts and also have similar risk of perioperative stroke.\textsuperscript{34,35} The Society for Neuroscience in Anesthesiology and Critical Care (SNACC) has released recommendations for care of patients who are at high risk of perioperative stroke during noncardiac, non-neurologic surgery.\textsuperscript{18}

\textbf{Re-emergence of neurological deficits:} Ischemic stroke patients who had suffered from hemiplegia or major neurological deficits and have recovered significantly over time can again show re-emergence of previous neurological deficits after exposure to benzodiazepines, opioids, or after general anesthesia (GA).\textsuperscript{36–40} This phenomenon is transient and recoverers in short time. It indicates that the injured part of brain is sensitive, and the compensatory neural networks may remain susceptible for a long time after functional recovery.\textsuperscript{38} Drug-induced reduction in cerebral perfusion in the “penumbra area” is considered contributory to these neurological deficits.\textsuperscript{41} Possible role for gamma-Aminobutyric acid (GABA)-mediated neurochemical mechanisms for both post-stroke improvement and sensitivity to benzodiazepines is also suggested.\textsuperscript{37} Similar findings have been noted in patients with previous TIA.\textsuperscript{42,43} Exacerbation of prior unrecognized or unreported neurological deficits has been reported following spinal/epidural anesthesia.\textsuperscript{44}

\textbf{Anesthesia concerns related to prior stroke:} Main perioperative concerns are related to either the prior stroke and prolonged debility with its sequelae or with other associated co-morbidities. Major cerebrovascular accident patients
with prolonged immobility may have increased risk of aspiration due to impaired swallowing, ineffective cough and reduced gastric emptying, deep venous thrombosis, and pulmonary embolism. They often have poor nutritional intake leading to electrolyte disturbances, hypoproteinemia, and increased sensitivity to anesthesia drugs. Co-existing coronary artery disease, reduced cardiac or renal function, hypertension, diabetes, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease with concomitant drug therapy pose individual challenges.

Preoperative Assessment and Optimization

The main considerations in these patients are to identify patients at risk and favorably alter modifiable risk factors to limit their impact on outcome. Patients with prior stroke should be thoroughly evaluated for their cerebrovascular status and other sources of perioperative morbidity.

Assessment of neurological deficit and recovery in function: This involves detailed questioning about current disability. Extent of neurological dysfunction and its recovery after acute stroke should be noted. A full functional recovery from previous stroke in a patient indicates restoration of blood supply to a major extent than in a patient with persistent deficit. Symptoms such as memory lapses, altered emotional behavior, or inability to express may be positive indicators of previous undiagnosed stroke. All the findings must be documented.

Stroke-related diagnostic tests such as carotid Doppler and magnetic resonance angiography, are important in cases of recent, symptomatic strokes to evaluate and discuss with surgeons and neurologists the plan of optimization before elective surgery. In patients with recent history of TIA, magnetic resonance imaging may detect silent infarcts.

Risk of perioperative stroke or aggravation of neurological symptoms should be discussed preoperatively with the patient, and informed consent should be obtained.

Time elapsed since stroke and timing of elective surgery: The issue of optimal timing for an elective surgery in a patient with recent ischemic stroke is inadequately studied. For carotid endarterectomy (CEA), many studies recommended waiting for at least 4 to 6 weeks to reduce perioperative risk of complications. However, more recent studies have found reduced risk of second stroke with no difference in perioperative complications after early CEA within 1 to 2 weeks.

Jørgensen et al investigated the association between prior stroke and the risk of major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE) in a large cohort of 481,183 noncardiac elective surgeries of which 7,137 surgeries were performed in patients with a history of stroke. They reported a higher risk of perioperative stroke (odds ratio [OR]: 67.60, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 52.27–87.42) in patients who had prior stroke within 3 months before surgery. Later, as the time passes, the risk reduces, and after 9 months of an ischemic stroke, the risks remained same as for those who did not have prior stroke. Perioperative stroke risk was seen equally in patients who underwent higher or medium-/low-risk surgeries. They also noted 4.8- and 1.8-fold increased relative risk of 30-day MACE and mortality, respectively. For an emergency surgery, there is always a compromise between the cerebrovascular vulnerability and treatment of current surgical pathology. Christiansen et al studied the association between time elapsed after ischemic stroke and risk of adverse events after emergency noncardiac surgery. A total of 146,694 emergency surgeries with 7,861 patients (5.4%) having previous stroke were studied, and a risk of MACE (OR: 4.71) was reported. Overall the evidence suggests that it would be safer to consider delaying an elective surgery for 3 to 9 months after an acute ischemic stroke to reduce the risk of perioperative cerebrovascular events.

Treatment received during acute phase: Medical and surgical interventions received during acute phase should be noted. A patient who has been thrombolysed or undergone mechanical thrombectomy immediately after stroke is likely to have a patent vessel with smaller infarct along with good functional recovery. The patient may have undergone carotid artery revascularization surgery for long-term prevention of stroke.

Performing a carotid artery revascularization surgery before an elective surgery is generally unwarranted after 12 weeks of stroke as then the risks of the procedure outweigh any stroke risk reduction benefit. Only symptomatic patients with bilateral significant carotid stenosis may benefit with carotid revascularization before major elective surgery. Therefore, need for CEA or stenting before elective noncardiac and nonvascular surgery should be individualized after discussion with neurologist and surgeon.

Associated systemic conditions: All major systems should be evaluated to identify co-existing illnesses. Presence and severity of ischemic heart disease, prior myocardial infarction, and its current implications need to be ascertained. Systolic dysfunction and presence of atrial dysfunction increase the risk of perioperative stroke and should be treated before elective surgery. Diabetes, hypertension, chronic renal insufficiency, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease are common and should be optimized preoperatively. In chronic debilitated patients, presence of pulmonary aspiration, pneumonitis, and deep venous thrombosis should be looked for and treated. Nutritional and electrolyte status must be assessed and corrected.

Assessment of current surgical condition: Patients with prior stroke often present for cardiac, general surgical, cancer, or cataract surgery. Hip fractures are also a common complication after stroke. Magnitude, invasiveness, hemodynamic perturbations, and urgency of proposed surgery should be individually assessed, and the baseline investigations such as complete blood count, basic liver and renal function tests, serum electrolytes, coagulation profile, electrocardiogram, and chest X-ray are to be considered. Additional investigations are done as per the need of surgery and associated conditions.

Current medications: Often stroke patients are on antihypertensive and long-term prophylactic antiplatelet agents. Antihypertensive medications and statins should be continued preoperatively, and adequate hydration should be ensured. Statins if started 2 weeks prior to
surgery reduce incidence of perioperative cardiac events and stroke, whereas perioperative withdrawal of statins is associated with increased risk.\textsuperscript{66,67} Ongoing β-blockers should be continued.\textsuperscript{68} As intraoperative metoprolol is associated with a 3.3-fold increased risk of perioperative stroke, other β-blockers such as esmolol or labetalol are recommended for intraoperative reduction of heart rate.\textsuperscript{20}

The American Heart Association stroke prevention guidelines recommend aspirin alone or in combination with clopidogrel for 21 to 90 days for secondary stroke prevention.\textsuperscript{8} When these patients present for surgery, continuation of aspirin increases the risk of major bleeding, without any benefit in reducing the risk of stroke.\textsuperscript{59} Withholding the drug for 7 days does not increase thrombotic risk,\textsuperscript{59} but discontinuation for 2 weeks significantly increased risk of a major ischemic event.\textsuperscript{60,61,62} Hence, aspirin in low dose (75 mg) can be safely continued for many surgeries where low risk of bleeding is involved\textsuperscript{60,62} and should be discontinued for short periods for surgeries having higher risk of bleeding or hematoma such as intracranial, middle ear, posterior chamber of eye, major spine, and possibly transurethral prostate surgery.\textsuperscript{60} Sudden withdrawal of aspirin can trigger rebound hypercoagulable state, particularly in coronary artery disease patients or in a chronically bed-ridden patient, increasing the risk of a perioperative cerebral thrombotic event.\textsuperscript{5,60,63} However, another study has found no such increase.\textsuperscript{59} Clopidogrel is associated with higher risk of intraoperative bleeding; hence, it should be stopped at least 5 to 7 days prior to surgery.\textsuperscript{5,64,65} If patient is on anticoagulants, bridging therapy with intravenous unfractionated heparin should be considered. An individual risk–benefit assessment evaluating risk of bleeding versus thrombosis must be done, and the drugs should be resumed as soon as risk of surgical bleeding reduces.\textsuperscript{5,66}

Preoperative sedation: Sedative premedicants are either avoided or if given, used in minimal dosages in a monitored area, as these patients are likely to be more sensitive to sedative drugs.

Anesthesia Considerations

Anesthesia considerations differ according to the surgery proposed. Different techniques of anesthesia are associated with alterations in blood pressure, levels of oxygen, carbon dioxide, and blood glucose, which can have adverse effects on brain.

Intraoperative monitoring: Apart from the standard monitoring such as electrocardiogram, pulse oximetry, capnography, and blood pressure monitoring, additional monitors may be needed as per the patient’s condition and the surgical procedure planned and its urgency. Invasive arterial blood pressure, central venous pressure, and urine output should be monitored in all major cases to ensure stable hemodynamics and to judge adequacy of circulatory volume. Neurumuscular junction monitoring should be done on the unaffected side.\textsuperscript{67} Cerebral electrophysiological monitoring and transcranial Doppler (TCD) are restricted to patients at high-risk repeat stroke.\textsuperscript{68} As cerebral perfusion correlates better with cardiac output and cardiac index in stroke patients, cardiac output-based management may be used in patients at high risk.\textsuperscript{69} Cerebral oximetry is useful to detect ischemia during high-risk cardiac or major vascular surgery and surgeries in beach chair position.\textsuperscript{68,70,71}

Techniques of anesthesia and surgery: Few studies have compared GA versus regional anesthesia (RA) techniques in stroke patients to evaluate perioperative complications. Most of them have studied patients undergoing carotid artery surgery. For CEA, earlier reports showed insignificant advantage of RA over GA in reducing perioperative stroke and death incidence.\textsuperscript{72} However, later studies have proven that GA does not increase the risk of perioperative stroke during CEA.\textsuperscript{72} For other types of surgeries, there is insufficient evidence about advantages of one technique over the other. Two studies have reported that GA is associated with higher incidence of perioperative cerebrovascular events than RA in orthopedic surgery.\textsuperscript{67,73} However, these studies did not specify how many patients with prior cerebrovascular disease developed perioperative complications. The selection of the surgical technique—open versus minimally invasive—as per the patient’s risk profile is also important.\textsuperscript{17} Surgery duration should also be minimized as long duration surgeries are associated with higher risks for perioperative complications and stroke.\textsuperscript{17}

Anesthesia drugs: Among the general anesthetics, intravenous anesthetic agents reduce cerebral metabolism and can thus offer cerebral protection. Inhalational agents are vasodilators and therefore may be beneficial.\textsuperscript{68} Addition of intermediate- or short-acting opioids reduces the dose of induction agents and thereby reducing hemodynamic instability during induction. However, there are insufficient data available to consider a specific agent to be more neuroprotective. Exposure to nitrous oxide has not demonstrated an increased risk of stroke in patients undergoing carotid artery surgery or major non-cardiac surgery.\textsuperscript{74,75} Succinylcholine should be avoided in stroke patients with significant loss of muscle function for fear of life-threatening hyperkalemia. Commonly used cardio-stable non-depolarizing neuromuscular blocking agents can be safely used. Maintenance of anesthesia can be done with either inhalational agents or propofol if stable hemodynamics are achieved. With either technique, one should aim for smooth and rapid emergence for early postoperative neurological assessment. High doses of anesthetic agents to provide cerebral protection are not employed routinely as they are associated with hemodynamic fluctuations. Dexmedetomidine and propofol have been found to be safe in acute stroke victims for endovascular surgeries, but dexmedetomidine is associated with more hemodynamic changes and must be used with caution.\textsuperscript{76,77}

Blood pressure management: As most patients with prior ischemic stroke have some reduction in focal cerebral blood flow, hypotension may further reduce it. Though some studies associate intraoperative hypotension with worsened outcome, there are insufficient data to prove impact of it causing recurrent stroke.\textsuperscript{19,78} It may be predictive of postoperative hypotension which may not be identified readily in less monitored surroundings, putting the patient at risk of postoperative stroke.\textsuperscript{18,79}
The baseline blood pressure should be ascertained, and intraoperative blood pressure should be maintained at baseline or slightly elevated levels. Significant interperson variations exist in lower limit of cerebral autoregulation, and caution is advised. Deliberate hypotension must be avoided. Vasopressors may be needed to maintain blood pressure. However, incidence of myocardial ischemia is higher with use of phenylephrine or metaraminol. In case of carotid artery surgery, a deliberate intraoperative increase in blood pressure has been advocated. For surgeries done in upright or beach chair position, location of blood pressure cuff should be on the arm, and blood pressure gradient between the brachial artery and brain should be taken into consideration; adjustments are needed to judge adequacy of cerebral perfusion to avoid ischemic neurological injuries. In upright position surgery, if invasive blood pressure is monitored, transducer should be zeroed at the level of forehead to monitor cerebral blood flow.

**Oxygenation and ventilation:** Intraoperative hypoxia and cerebral edema reduce perfusion to the penumbra area and may extend the ischemic damage to adjacent areas. Partial pressures of carbon dioxide (PaCO₂) should be maintained close to the baseline levels. If baseline preoperative values are not known in case of absence of preoperative blood gases, ventilation should be adjusted to normalize the blood pH. Hyperventilation should be avoided as resultant hypocarbia reduces the cerebral blood flow which is undesirable in patients who are at potential risk for perioperative stroke. Patients with chronic large artery ischemic infarcts show significantly lower augmentation of cerebral blood flow with an increase in PaCO₂, but develop greater reduction in blood flow with a decrease in PaCO₂. Hypercarbia should be promptly corrected because it can induce “steal” phenomenon and reduce blood flow to the vulnerable ischemic areas of brain as vasoreactivity on the nonstroke side is less affected.

**Blood transfusion:** Though there is no consensus at which hemoglobin should be maintained, both polycythemia (by reducing tissue perfusion) and anemia (by reducing oxygen carrying capacity) are likely be detrimental. It is preferable to keep the transfusion trigger to a higher level (above 9.0 g/dL) in patient with a prior stroke than in a healthy patient. Delay in blood replacement increases the risk of repeat stroke as well as makes the patient prone to intraoperative myocardial ischemia in presence of associated coronary artery disease. There is evidence that anemia may induce cerebral injury and stroke possibly due to decreased oxygen-carrying capacity. Lower hemoglobin levels are associated with larger strokes and infarct growth.

**Glucose management:** Brain is dependent on continuous supply of glucose for its function, and hypoglycemia should be strictly avoided. Hyperglycemia on the other hand aggravates severity of cerebral ischemia or hypoxia if such events happen. Intensive intraoperative insulin therapy has been associated with an increased risk of stroke and death after cardiac surgery and higher incidence of hypoglycemia after acute stroke. Lower glucose levels in acute phase of stroke are associated with worse cognitive outcome. It is recommended to keep blood glucose levels in range of 60 to 180 mg/dL in patients at high risk for perioperative stroke.

**Supportive measures:** Anti-aspiration prophylaxis should be provided in view of possibility of delayed gastric emptying or impaired protective airway reflexes. Normothermia should be maintained. Inflammation and infection, as indicated by high leukocyte count, are associated with higher risk of perioperative stroke and therefore should be prevented or promptly treated. Corticosteroids are not indicated.

**Recovery from anesthesia:** Recovery of protective airway reflexes should be ascertained while considering tracheal extubation. An ischemic brain may respond differently to anesthetic agents than a normal brain. Immediately on awakening from anesthesia, short-term unilateral delayed return of motor function has been noted on the affected side. This phenomenon has been termed as “differential awakening.” Therefore, on recovery from anesthesia, neurological function should be assessed at the earliest. If any new motor deficits are noted, the patient needs to be closely monitored, and if deficits persist, radiological testing may be needed.

**Postoperative Care**

Patients with severe neurological deficit or after major surgery should be monitored in high-dependency unit. Postoperative electrolyte imbalance and shifts in the intravascular volume can predispose the patient to arrhythmias. Patients should be closely monitored for volume and electrolyte status, cardiac arrhythmia, systolic dysfunction, and infections. Prophylactic measures should be taken to prevent deep venous thrombosis, and if the patient was receiving anticoagulant or antiplatelet therapy preoperatively, it should be restarted as early as possible.

**Cardiac Surgery**

Cardiac surgery in a patient with previous stroke is common due to occurrence of both coronary and carotid diseases simultaneously. Cardiac surgery is associated with higher risk of cerebral complications—perioperative stroke, delayed recovery, and delayed extubation. Optimal cardiopulmonary performance and hemoglobin concentration should be maintained. Intraoperative neuromonitoring such as cerebral electrophysiological monitoring, cerebral oximetry, and TCD, helps to monitor cerebral function, oxygenation, and flow through major vessels, but its utility and efficacy for tailoring the anesthetic management are yet to be ascertained. One must ensure adequate delivery of oxygen-rich blood to brain at all the times, especially during the cardiopulmonary bypass. If postoperative atrial fibrillation is present, heparin therapy should be started and be continued for 30 days after the return of normal sinus rhythm.

**Past Hemorrhagic Stroke and Anesthesia**

Intracranial hemorrhage may occur primarily due to spontaneous rupture of intracranial small arteries with hypertension or amyloid angiopathy or secondary to trauma, aneurysm...
rupture, arteriovenous malformation, or as a complication of venous infarct. It may be associated with the use of anticoagulant drugs. Patients with primary intracranial hemorrhage have a 1.67% annual average incidence of first recurrence. Cumulative incidence of recurrence rates at 5 and 10 years is 9.6% and 14.2%, respectively. The average annual recurrence rate is higher in those with previous ischemic stroke than in those without (3.52% vs. 1.35%). However, currently there is no evidence that prior intracranial hemorrhage patients are at higher risk of developing complications perioperatively if the original cause for hemorrhage has been treated. However, it seems prudent to avoid acute increases in blood pressure in perioperative period to prevent a recurrence. The anesthesia technique depends upon the presence and severity of other co-existing diseases and the surgical procedure.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, a history of prior stroke potentially puts the patients at high risk of perioperative stroke and neurological deficits. To reduce the risk, one should optimize the patient by improving the modifiable factors. Timing of surgery should be decided after carefully judging risk–benefit ratio. Careful titration of anesthesia and close monitoring extending till several days postoperatively are needed.
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